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PARTNERSHIP BOARD MINUTES 

MEETING INFORMATION 

Time 4pm 

Date Wednesday 24 June 2020 

Location  LGWM Board Room, Level 6, 36 Customhouse Quay / MS Teams Meeting 

Present 

Greg Campbell (GWRC)  

Carl Devlin (NZTA) 

Brett Gliddon (NZTA) 

Barbara McKerrow (WCC) 

In attendance 

Andrew Body (LGWM) 

David Chick (WCC) 

Amelia East (WCC) 

Luke Troy (GWRC) 

Robyn Elston (NZTA) 

Kesh Keshaboina (NZTA) 

MINUTES  

Item Description 

1 Apologies  

There were no apologies.   

Barbara McKerrow introduced Amelia East to the Board, noted that Amelia would be 
taking on the lead role for WCC on LGWM and that she would replace David Chick on 
the PSG (for now on an interim basis given the recruitment underway for two new 
members of the WCC Executive Team). 

The Board noted David’s long involvement in the programme, thanked him and wished 
him luck for the future. 

2 Minutes of 27 May meeting (and Action Log) 

The minutes were accepted as a true and accurate record of the meeting. 

3 Programme Director’s update 

The Board: 

a) Noted that the MRT design sprint, which is nearing completion, is highlighting the 
need to consider different route options to those included in the Programme 
Business Case, and agreed to hold a Board workshop to consider the sprint 
outcomes from both the MRT and SHI packages and their integration, and work with 
the Programme team to determine next steps. 
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b) Agreed to receive an out-of-cycle recommendation in early July to proceed with 
consultation on SH1 Safer Speeds and Cobham Crossing (subject to agreement at 
the NZTA’s Speed ELT). 

c) Requested that the Programme Director report back to the Board on the funding 
already paid to the Programme, how this is reconciled with the lower than expected 
spending this financial year and confirming the mechanism for transferring funding 
between financial years. 

d) Requested that high level commentary be added for each of the 
workstreams/packages reported in the Programme Dashboard. 

4 Public and Stakeholder Engagement Planning 

The Board had a wide-ranging discussion on the public and stakeholder engagement 
planning for the programme, particularly focusing on the engagement around the MRT 
and SHI packages.  Formal approval was given by the Board to move the major public 
engagement to later this calendar year.  The Board did not decide on whether targeted 
engagement with stakeholders should be undertaken prior to the public engagement, 
and instead asked to consider this further in July, including a focus on the risks of 
engaging versus not engaging. 

Resolutions 

The Board: 

a) Approved formally moving public engagement for MRT/SHI and City Streets IBC 
from July/August 2020 to post-election 2020. 

b) Requested that the Programme Director provide more information on the benefits 
and risks of engaging with targeted stakeholders prior to the public engagement, for 
a discussion at the planned Board workshop in July. 

5 City Streets Recovery Plan 

The Board: 

a) Received the City Streets Recovery Plan, which had been endorsed by the PSG. 

b) Noted that the Wellington City Council has approved a business case to secure 
dedicated resource to plan and deliver the package. 

c) Noted that the recovery plan will form the basis of the SLA to be agreed between 
WCC and the Programme. 

d) Noted that the previously identified minor network (early) improvements will not be 
progressed until the City Streets Indicative Business Case IBC) has been developed 
to a point that it is clear that the works are highly aligned with the priorities identified 
during the early development steps of the IBC 

e) Advised the programme team that an external engagement on City Streets is not 
required prior to the end of the year, and recommended that the team plan to include 
engagement on City Streets in the wider package including MRT and SHI. 

6 Any other business 

Barbara McKerrow updated the Board on the changes to WCC at an executive and 
organisational level. 

The Board agreed that further discussions were required on how the Board can work 
together to improve the way that the programme is running, and to review what is a 
complex decision-making process. 
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ACTION LOG – Updated June 2020 

Current Actions Responsibility Due Date Status 

Report back to the Board on the funding already paid to the Programme, how this is reconciled with the lower than expected spending this financial year and confirming the mechanism for 
transferring funding between financial years Programme Director July 2020 In Board pack 

Add high level commentary for each of the workstreams/packages reported in the Programme Dashboard. Programme Director July 2020 In Board pack 

Provide more information on the benefits and risks of engaging with targeted stakeholders prior to the public engagement, for a discussion at the planned Board workshop in July. Programme Director July 2020 For discussion at workshop 

Set up a Board workshop to consider the sprint outcomes from both the MRT and SHI packages and their integration Programme Director July 2020 22 July 

Report back to the Board on the Golden Mile public engagement Programme Director July In Board pack 

Agree on how councillor conflicts of interest (with regard to LGWM) are recorded and managed Council officers May 2020 Update required 

Programme Director to ensure that all three Partners are adequately represented in the Steering Group (or other mechanism) for the city streets workstream, from both LGWM and 
operational perspectives. Programme Director 25/3/2020 In Progress 

Ensure that protocols for Communications and Engagement are set out in the LGWM Management Plan. Programme Director 22/4/2020 In progress 

Provide recommendations to the Board on how the line between BAU and LGWM programme expenditure is defined. Programme Director May 2020 
Delayed given COVID priorities will 
target July Board 

 

Completed Actions Responsibility Due Date Status 

Amend and finalise the RACIE Framework, with approval by PSG Programme Director 30/6/2020 Complete 

Submit a revision of the programme for the City Streets package identifying resource requirements and their sources to the Board at its next meeting Programme Director 24/6/2020 Complete 

Report monthly on: 

• Key steps required to fully implement the revised risk management framework and provide an overview of critical risk and any change in risk profile 

• Programme Key Risks, and the progress being made to mitigate those risks 

Programme Director Monthly Ongoing 

Seek PSG approval of changes to the proposed public engagement timeframes for SHI and MRT ahead of the GRG meeting on Monday 15 June Programme Director 12/6/2020 Complete 

Review and provide feedback on: 

• The draft Terms of Reference for the Governance Reference Group and the LGWM Board 

• The probity framework 

Board 22/4/2020 Complete 

Re-draft the clauses in the Relationship and Funding Agreement relating to Board membership, to ensure that the agreement reflects the equality of all three partners in decision-making, 
and to allow the inclusion of wider expertise at the Board meetings at the Board’s discretion. Programme Director 25/3/2020 Complete as part of the Board ToR 

Review operational documents and recommend Board members approve them on behalf of each partner PSG May 2020 Complete 

Establish a simple Change in Principal approvals process (based on the procurement approval memorandum process under the Relationship and Funding Agreement) and bring this to the 
Board for approval. Programme Director May 2020 Complete 

Report to the April Board meeting with an update on the Programme’s response to Covid-19. Programme Director 22/4/202 Complete 

Ensure that a ‘wash up’ of cross-invoicing between partners is completed at least 3-monthly. Programme Director 25/3/2020 Complete 

Complete conflicts of interest register Board May 2020 Complete 

Develop a Probity Plan for the LGWM programme and submit to the Board for approval. Programme Director 25/3/2020 Complete 

Identify and acquire interim resource required to supplement the programme and report any financial implications to the next Board meeting. Programme Director / PSG 25/3/2020 Complete 

Develop a revised risk management framework and an updated list of key risks and mitigations for review by the Board. Programme Director 25/3/2020 Complete 
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Completed Actions Responsibility Due Date Status 

Provide feedback on the suggested list of interviewees from each of the partners as part of the Collaboration work being undertaken by the NZ Institute of Collaboration Board 28/2/2020 Complete 

Go back to key decision-makers inside the Agency and attempt to find a resolution to issues around engagement on speed proposals and a crossing of Cobham Drive. B Gliddon 25/3/2020 Complete 

Report back to the Board on any material changes in the Relationship and Funding Agreement as amended following partner consideration. Programme Director 22/01/2020 Complete 

Ensure that the LGWM Procurement Strategy (being developed as a requirement of the Relationship and Funding Agreement) clarifies the Board’s role in procurement. Programme Director 26/2/2020 Complete 

Seek advice on the appointment process for the engineering and planning consultants from the Programme’s Probity Auditor and report back to the Board. Programme Director 26/2/2020 Complete 
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